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PART I  

ELIZABETH BISHOP AND THE CONSTRUCTIVE WORK OF DESCRIPTION
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 Randall Jarrell, in his brief essay “On North & South,” claims of Elizabeth Bishop 

that “all her poems have written underneath, I have seen it” (181). Bishop’s poems are, 

indeed, full of seeing, full of careful description, and we might easily assume that 

Bishop’s poems are about the objects described and that the goal of description is to 

reproduce the sight of the object in readers’ minds. Robert Lowell, Bishop’s friend and 

admirer, admits that “on the surface, her poems are observations—surpassingly 

accurate, witty and well-arranged, but nothing more” (186). But while Bishop’s poems 

might seem to use observation to write about things, about the external, not the internal, 

what we find in her poetry is more than the mere listing of details. It could be quite 

dismissive to call Bishop a descriptive poet, no matter how “unusually acute [her] 

respect for fact and sense” might be (Mizener 190). No matter how beautiful the 

description of the grains of sand is, if the point is merely to mimic a camera and present 

an object, the significance of the beach might just be that it exists. 

However, Bishop focuses on an object and, through the act of describing it, 

reveals the shaping power she exercises over it, so that in the end the poem describes 

both an object and the mind observing and coming to terms with that object for itself. 

Bishop’s description is never cataloguing; it is creative work that displays a mind in 

process of discovery. In fact, she is less interested in the end of description, in 

presenting the object to readers, and more interested in the mind as it describes. Arthur 

Mizener explains that “Miss Bishop’s poems are primarily accounts of states of mind, 

not of objects about which [those states of mind] crystallize, much as she respects 

these objects and insists on their importance” (191). James Longenbach agrees, 

arguing that “while Moore’s poems transform description into a structural principle, 
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Bishop’s turn the process of describing into a structural principle” (25). For comparison, 

a photographer using film and old photographic processes creates an image through a 

process that captures light on film and uses chemicals, more light, and more chemicals 

to produce a final print. While Marianne Moore, a major influence on Bishop, is 

interested in a clean final print—the end product of thought—Bishop leaves marks in her 

“final prints” that invite readers into the darkroom to watch her expose the photo paper 

and immerse it in a series of chemicals, then crop the paper down to the final 

photograph. 

 Three of Elizabeth Bishop’s poems provide a way for thinking about her 

descriptive mode: “Sandpiper,” “The Monument,” and “Santarém.” “Sandpiper” can be 

read as an ars poetica, showing the descriptive poet in the act of creative focus using 

the sandpiper. “The Monument” complicates our sense of her descriptive mode, 

revealing even more sharply the imaginative work that Bishop does through its 

description of an object invented in the process of being seen. In “Santarém,” Bishop’s 

description is a tool of memory that invests the poem’s final object with a complex 

interplay of feeling and understanding about the place itself. Certain gestures become 

apparent in Bishop’s handling of description in these poems: she often uses moments of 

self correction to enact the descriptive process and make readers aware of an eye and 

mind apprehending the world. Questions can push the description forward by 

introducing ideas in a way that does not require a proclamation from the speaker, and 

further enacts the mind’s activity. In all of the poems, Bishop’s imaginative description 

makes objects more than themselves, makes them what they are in relation to a person, 

while somehow always maintaining the integrity of the object itself. 
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To read a Bishop poem is to encounter a careful, inquisitive mind that finds 

significance in the things it chooses to observe. The importance of the looking mind and 

what it sees is the subject of an excerpt from one of Bishop’s letters to a friend. In this 

letter, she explains part of her aesthetic by explaining where pleasure comes from in art: 

There is no “split” [between the role of consciousness and unconsciousness in 
art]. Dreams, works of art (some) glimpses of the always-more-successful 
surrealism of everyday life, unexpected moments of empathy (is it?), catch a 
peripheral vision of whatever it is one can never really see full-face but that 
seems enormously important. . . . What one seems to want in art, in experiencing 
it, is the same thing that is necessary for its creation, a self-forgetful, perfectly 
useless concentration. (Bishop, “The ‘Darwin’ Letter” 288) 

 
As Bishop indicates in her letter, it is through the minute details that make up careful 

description, the facts the mind focuses on, that poems are able to show readers 

sideways glimpses of things that are really significant: the workings of the mind, the 

interplay of the conscious and unconscious. The conscious and unconscious work in 

concert; neither of them is passive. With no “split” in their roles, they both notice and 

report details and make important connections and corrections. A fully active conscious 

and unconscious mind turns experience into everyday surrealism through an active 

focus that causes the “peripheral vision” of something important. 

 In Bishop’s poem “Sandpiper,” from Questions of Travel, the sandpiper comes to 

embody the artist in the self-forgetful concentration that accompanies the creation of art, 

offering readers a way of reading Bishop’s poems. The poem is ultimately interested in 

the mind’s act of looking, of concentration, rather than the image or object that the state 

of mind produces. Bishop’s way of seeing the sandpiper becomes evident in her 

interpretations of the bird’s actions: the sandpiper “takes for granted” the constant 

sound of the waves, and he is “a student of Blake” (131). Connecting the sandpiper to 
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Blake is a tangential slash that shows the active mind. These lines open the question 

(never truly closed) of what it is that holds the sandpiper’s attention. In part, the poem is 

an attempt to answer that question, but in doing so, the speaker must interpret the bird’s 

actions. Most readers know what it looks like to take something for granted—not looking 

at it, not behaving in a way that indicates awareness of its presence—and so this 

interpretation of the bird’s physical action is a more succinct, more vivid description than 

an simple explanation: the bird runs by the ocean without looking at it, staring 

downward. As Octavio Paz puts it, “In the poetry of Elizabeth Bishop things waver 

between being what they are and being something distinct from what they are. . . . 

[T]hings become other things without ceasing to be the things they are.” (212). The 

sandpiper remains a sandpiper, skittering along the changeful border between the land 

and the ocean, and Bishop’s dedication to facts remains intact. However, the 

descriptions allow readers a glimpse of what Bishop is really after: without betraying the 

“facts” about the sandpiper, Bishop manages to transform it into an image of the artist 

(Bishop herself?) in a state of total, active concentration. 

 Through that concentration on external facts, Bishop also manages to convey the 

internal, the life of the mind. Though some (not Bishop) might hope to convey nothing 

but the facts, in the end, a writer can only relate encounters with facts. Sybil P. Estess 

describes this effect in Bishop’s poetry in her essay “Description and Imagination in 

Elizabeth Bishop’s ‘The Map’”: “[E]ven though she may seem to look at things with the 

exactitude and tenacity of a naturalist, Bishop necessarily creates art out of her 

personal life experiences, and ultimately out of her synthesized version of whatever she 

chooses to describe: her ‘empiricism’ is not as unalloyed as it may first appear” (220). 
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The imaginative act in her description comes from how active, conscious concentration 

gives rise and shape to the unconscious. This poem clearly doesn’t offer an Audubon 

portrait of a sandpiper: more than just the way the bird looks, its habits, and its habitat, 

what ultimately concerns Bishop is how description allows her to glimpse the process of 

a mind encountering the world, which to her looks like the concentration in which the 

conscious and subconscious are in sync for a moment in the experience of art. 

 In these poems, the active mind behind the description often engages in a kind of 

play that enacts a search for accuracy. One of Bishop’s key moves in many poems is 

the moment of self-correction, or self-revision. In “Sandpiper,” the speaker corrects 

herself about the object of the sandpiper’s attention: “he runs straight through it, 

watching his toes./—Watching, rather, the spaces of sand between them” (131). The 

moments of self-correction, besides displaying the mind as it processes information, act 

as clues to the subject of the poem and become a way to enact the change that takes 

place in a speaker’s mind. In the case of “Sandpiper,” the poem pays careful attention to 

a certain way of seeing, a concentration that takes for granted the rest of the world in 

order to focus on some object of interest. Bishop’s “Darwin” letter, may shed some light 

on what kind of concentration Bishop looks for. Speaking about Darwin, she says “one 

feels that strangeness of his undertaking, sees the lonely young man, his eyes fixed on 

facts and minute details, sinking or sliding giddily off into the unknown” (288). Bishop’s 

vision of Darwin is the example both of what the artist must do to create art and what 

the best art does for its appreciators. What triggers her vision of Darwin when she reads 

him is “a sudden relaxation, a forgetful phrase” (288). In many of her poems, the 

forgetful phrase is that moment of self-correction that gives readers contact with the 
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active, observant consciousness in the process of description. And When the speaker 

declares that the bird is “a student of Blake,” she reveals more about herself than she 

does about the sandpiper, which overtly brings readers into contact with the mind 

directing the description (131). This reinforces the presence and importance of thought 

and the process of description for the speaker’s mind early in the poem. 

 While the actions and details Bishop chooses to focus on in the rest of the poem 

bear out the poem’s interest in the act of paying attention, Bishop also draws special 

attention to what the sandpiper ignores, or what is in the picture and what is out of the 

picture. For the sandpiper’s vision, there is “no detail too small” (though apparently 

some details are too large): “he stares at the dragging grains” of sand, he is “focussed 

[sic],” “preoccupied,” “looking,” and finally, “he is obsessed” (The Complete 131). These 

descriptions and verbs suggest the speaker’s preoccupation with what she perceives as 

the sandpiper’s preoccupation. The object of the bird’s obsession remains unclear, but 

the act of looking is the important thing. The interesting thing to Bishop in this poem is 

obsession, the artist’s obsession, not the object of obsession. In the end, the speaker 

directs our attention toward the sand between the sanpiper’s toes, and the poem ends 

with a crystalline description of the sand: “The millions of grains are black, white, tan, 

and gray,/mixed with quartz grains, rose and amethyst” (131).  After seeing the 

sandpiper through the speaker’s eyes throughout the poem, readers suddenly see 

through the sandpiper’s eyes. That shift in view is part of what makes this ending so 

stunning. It is also a culmination of the description that has run throughout the poem 

and the payoff of the expectation set up by the moment of self revision. What Ashbery 

writes about the end of  “Arrival at Santos” is equally applicable for the end of 
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“Sandpiper”: “she terminates as only she can with a brief statement of fact that seems 

momentous” (204). If the colors of the grains of sand were merely there to show readers 

the sand, the statement would not seem so momentous. However, through 

concentration on specific, small details, Bishop invests the objects of her description 

with a power that she seems to find within the objects themselves. A fully active mind 

focused on these tiny grains of sand allows something important to lie in the periphery, 

giving weight to the end of the poem. Bishop’s idea in the Darwin Letter about 

“unexpected moments of empathy” resonates through the description of the sand as 

send by the sandpiper. It also seems similar to Keats’ idea of the chameleon poet, who 

uses her fluid identity to fill in for (and fill) anything she wishes to (“To Richard”). All of 

her descriptions of the sandpiper, from the things that the sandpiper ignores to the 

description of his movement, lend importance to the object of the sandpiper’s sight, and 

Bishop’s act of seeing through the sandpiper’s eyes. The sand is still sand, for Bishop 

has not made it something else. But it is also the material of art by virtue of the close 

attention paid to it by the poem’s avian artist: in the poem, obsession is art, or art is 

obsession. 

 “Sandpiper” shows that Bishop finds more meaning in the minute details than in 

the grand scene; she finds more to look at up close than far away. Any grand scene is, 

anyways, made up of many minute details, and Bishop can only effectively approach it 

through choosing which to focus on. During Ashley Brown’s interview with her at her 

house near Petrópolis, Bishop responds to a question about the view from her study in 

this manner: “You will notice that the study turns its back on the view of the mountains—

that’s too distracting! But I have the intimate view to look at; the bamboo leaves are very 
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close. Everybody who comes here asks about the view: is it inspiring? I think I’ll put a 

little sign saying ‘Inspiration’ on those bamboos!” (289). She may have been being 

facetious, but the sandpiper’s grains of sand seem much like Bishop’s bamboo leaves. 

Like Bishop in her study, the sandpiper on the beach turns away from the vista, ignoring 

the view of the Atlantic Ocean except for a miniscule portion of its water that 

occasionally covers his toes. While she wrote, Bishop’s bamboo may have helped her 

reach that perfectly useless concentration that the sandpiper has achieved. His entire 

world contracts to the grains of sand: “The tide/is higher or lower. He couldn’t tell you 

which” (Bishop, The Complete 131). The tide implies a larger scene of the beach that 

the sandpiper ignores in favor of the grains of sand that come into focus in the last line 

of the poem. Bishop’s descriptions are not of grand scenes; she describes the small, 

intimate details that can absorb readers’ attentions. The act of looking, and the mind in 

the process of forming an image, is the driving action behind “Sandpiper.”  

 “The Monument,” a poem from Bishop’s first book, North and South, is also 

interested in the act of looking, but it describes an imaginary monument through the 

device of a conversation between a main speaker and a questioning speaker. In this 

poem, looking becomes clearly active and constructive in a way that teaches us to 

expect looking and describing to be an imaginative act in other poems as well. The first 

lines establish an actively revising mind in conversation with another mind, the 

externalized corrective impulse. The question, “Now can you see the monument?” 

(Bishop 23), introduces the main voice of the poem, implies that the voice is talking to 

someone (though it isn’t clear whether the person spoken to is a reader or, as the poem 

later reveals, another voice in the poem), and reveals the conflict of the poem: the sight 
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of the two speakers is somehow blurry, there is a possibility of not seeing. The speaker 

actively revises the description in an effort to resolve the conflict, i.e. simultaneously 

clarify the sight of the listener and the speaker, but also to create the monument. 

However, the monument at the end is the beginning of a work of art, not a finished work 

of art: the poem is about the monument’s becoming rather than it’s final state. Bishop 

admired Gerard Manley Hopkins’s poetry—she says, “Hopkins, I believe, has chosen to 

stop his poems, set them to paper, at the point in their development where they are still 

incomplete, still close to the first kernel of truth or apprehension which gave rise to 

them” (qtd. in Longenbach 25). In Bishop’s own work, this tendency means showing the 

mind apprehending an object. Through the process of description and revision, the 

monument is constantly in flux, and Bishop ends the poem and therefore the 

monument’s development while it is just the beginning of a work of art and not the work 

of art itself. First, the monument is “built somewhat like a box” (23). Then, the speaker 

revises: “No. Built / like several boxes in descending sizes / one above the other” (23). 

This revision of the description of the imaginary subject of the poem is significant 

because it enacts the struggle to create the “right facts.” It also reveals the poem’s 

interest: the repeated word is “built,” and the details have to do with how the monument 

is constructed. As the poem goes on, the main speaker keeps constructing the 

monument, and in the end, Bishop reveals that the poem is really about constructing 

works of art. 

If that is the case, then description, even careful, accurate description, is 

imaginative work, the work of constructing a monument of sorts—Bishop even refers to 

the monument as the beginning of a poem at the end. Louise Bogan, in her review of 
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North & South, praises Bishop’s “unforced ironic humor [and] naturalist’s accuracy of 

observation” (Bogan 182). Bogan can admire Bishop’s acute observations even when 

Bishop is writing fantasies: in this case, an imaginary conversation about “a mysterious 

pile of old boxes” (182). Essentially, the right facts to include in the poem are those that 

both create the desired effects in readers and somehow reflect the real world. The 

conflict of sight in the poem is about more than seeing the imaginary monument clearly 

as a picture, even if a pretty picture; rather, the speaker attempts to construct the 

monument as a significant object for the other “eye” in the poem, who is somewhat 

reluctant to see it at all. Both speakers participate in the creation of the monument, 

however. The poem enacts the play of the conscious and unconscious mind in the 

active, imaginative work of description.  

 The second speaker’s questions push the monument along to its final incarnation 

in the poem. Bishop uses the questions in this and other poems to introduce ideas to 

the poem without making pronouncements. In “The Monument,” the questioning also 

gives the construction of the monument energy and a reason to continue. Enacting the 

mind’s internal dialogue gives the poem its forward momentum, and the questions 

refocus readers, moving them through the poem and to new ideas. The progression of 

the sea and the sky demonstrates this technique. At first, the sea and sky are just 

mentioned as the background for the monument, and nothing in the lines suggest that 

they are not a real sea and sky. Then, without drawing attention to the change, the main 

speaker refocuses on the sea and sky, and the sea is now made up of “narrow, 

horizontal boards” while the sky has “splintery sunlight and long-fibered clouds” (23). 

The second speaker steps in, pushing for more detail, making a contribution to the 
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description. The secondary speaker’s questions attempt to clarify issues of sight and so 

assist in the construction of the monument: “Why does that strange sea make no 

sound? / Is it because we’re far away?” (23). While the first speaker has been working 

towards the construction of the monument strictly from the sense of sight, the second 

speaker latches onto the sense of hearing as a clue about the monument, using it to ask 

about the perspective from which they see the monument. From where one sees a 

thing, the second speaker seems to remind the main speaker, is just as important as 

what one sees, and the second speaker is not satisfied with the simple description “we 

are far away within the view” and would like a specific answer about their location (23). 

Both speakers wind up collaborating on the description in a way, one speaker supplying 

some details and the other resisting, pushing for more, and introducing new ideas. In 

this way, the poem dramatizes the artist’s corrective impulse, which is a conversation 

between the conscious and the unconsious. The process expands the scope of the 

description as well as the details supplied about the monument. 

 As the range of description expands, the monument seems to have a strange 

effect on its surroundings. The second speaker, not satisfied with the main speaker’s 

explanation of perspective, complains that the sea looks as though it were “made of 

wood” and “the sky looks wooden. . . . Those clouds are full of glistening splinters!/What 

is that?”, which triggers a terse response from the main speaker: “It is the monument” 

(24). The monument is not limited to the structure the speaker described at the 

beginning of the poem: as it has been constructed, it has transformed its surroundings, 

making them part of the monument as well. The sky and the sea are wooden, created 

by whoever made the monument. That does not mean that they lack power, though. 
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When the second speaker complains that the monument is unpainted, the first speaker 

replies, “The strong sunlight, the wind from the sea,/all the conditions of its 

existence,/may have flaked off the paint, if ever it was painted” (24). Though they are 

made of wood, like the monument, in the imagination of the speakers the sun and sea 

still have the power of the natural objects they represent. The second speaker has once 

again picked up on a side-note of the main speaker to help construct the monument. 

Originally, only the fleur-de-lys on top of the monument was “weathered wood” (23), but 

when the second speaker says “It looks old” (24), the main speaker goes into detail 

about the how the monument is weathered, and that it is old. The structure of the 

conversation allows Bishop an easy return to the details that she wants to change, first 

to the sea and sky, and next to the wooden structure. However, as the monument has 

affected the environment, the environment has also affected it, drying it out and 

cracking off the paint. 

 If the sea and the sky are art with the power of life, then the monument must be 

as well. The final statement of the second speaker, with its emphasis on the sense of 

touch, confirms the power of the sea and sky and prepares the main speaker to 

elaborate on the power of the monument itself. To the complaint “I am tired of breathing 

this eroded air,/this dryness in which the monument is cracking,” the main speaker 

replies by constructing the purpose for the monument’s materials and the power of the 

monument: 

It is an artifact 

of wood. Wood holds together better 

than sea or cloud or sand could by itself, 
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. . . . It chose that way to grow and not to move. 

The monument’s an object, yet those decorations, 

carelessly nailed, looking like nothing at all, 

give it away as having life, and wishing; 

wanting to be a monument, to cherish something. (24) 

The explanation for the wood that comprises the artifact reveals that it is supposed to 

represent reality in some way that reality cannot represent itself. That the monument 

has the power to choose to grow implies that it has life outside the observer’s mind. Art 

does something for viewers that nature does not have the power to do. The power of 

the monument lies in the decorations, and the life that the monument has is the power 

that transformed its surroundings. The monument is still an object—it remains what it 

is—but it becomes more than that as it performs the function of art, to preserve, 

commemorate, and transform. In describing the monument, which is the beginning of a 

work of art, Bishop creates the poem, which enacts the process of art’s becoming. 

Description can commemorate and transform the described object, preserving it as an 

image of the beginning of art while transcending it. 

 Bishop’s final injunction to watch the monument closely, even though it hides 

something that it is impossible to see, seems related to her quote about Darwin. She 

describes the monument “shelter[ing]/what is within (which after all/cannot have been 

intended to be seen)” (25). Art gives shape to the shapeless, and by observation, 

perhaps the invisible, the un-describable, can be glanced at sideways. Obsession in art 

is as important for what it leaves out as it is for what it includes. Through the focused 

shaping act of creating the monument, what it hides is also peripherally created. 
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However, it is only through the careful attention, the constructive work of description, 

that glimpses of mind in action become possible. 

 Bishop’s observing imagination turns to a landscape in her later poem 

“Santarém,” and parts of that landscape become transformed under her eye. The 

speaker’s description invests an object, the wasp’s nest, with all the significance the 

landscape around it has for the speaker, then ends the poem in collision with a second 

voice, Mr. Swan, who has not built the beauty of the wasp’s nest through description. As 

in “The Monument,” Bishop raises a question of perspective, this time undercutting the 

wasp’s nest as an effective universal symbol. The collision at the end increases readers’ 

sense of the poem as a “[poem] that seemed in motion, [a poem] able to accommodate 

a jumble of observations” (Longenbach 25).  

The poem does indeed seem like a bit of a jumble: the descriptive eye is 

wayward, jumping from place to place, and the self-revising mind is constantly active. 

The poem even begins with an admission of the possibility of error: “Of course I may be 

remembering it all wrong / after, after—how many years?” (Bishop, The Complete 185). 

This admission highlights the importance of the speaker’s active mind and memory. It 

becomes a poem of memory rather than a poem that observes in the moment. Memory 

is another form of invention, and the poem is a recounting of the process of 

remembering and an enactment of it. The speaker’s mind struggles to fit the landscape 

it encounters into some image, something tidy, but finds itself constantly frustrated in 

this effort by the landscape itself. At first, the speaker tries to connect the place to the 

garden of Eden as a way of understanding it, but remembers that Eden had four 

divergent rivers, whereas Santarém has “only two / and coming together”: something 
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about the place resists interpretation, as the speaker realizes that “such notions would 

have resolved, dissolved, straight off / in that watery, dazzling dialectic” (185). Santarém 

is able to absorb the speaker’s efforts to encapsulate it, which is what fascinates her, 

why she returns to it in her memory. The best way to enact that is to show the place in 

the act of absorbing attempts to rebuild it from memory or to explain it. As in “The 

Monument,” Bishop is interested in what un-seeable thing the poem can hint at through 

its shape and language: the play of conscious and unconscious, this time in the memory 

of a place that had a powerful effect on the speaker.  

 The third stanza begins with another moment of self-revision: “In front of the 

church, the Cathedral, rather” (185). If Bishop was only interested in accurately 

describing the place in her memory, why not excise the slip? Instead, Bishop’s speaker 

dramatizes the mind in process of describing from memory an encounter with a large, 

unruly experience and her reaction to that experience. Bishop makes sure that, as 

Longenbach claims, “not only is the stuff of the poem in motion, so is the process by 

which that stuff is apprehended and then given the illusion of closure and coherence” 

(25). Bishop’s moments of self-revision in all of her poems break the illusion of closure 

and coherence for a moment to reveal the mind in the process of creating the 

description. Here, it is deciding, or remembering, what to call the town’s religious 

structure that reminds readers that the “stubby palms, flamboyants like pans of embers, 

/ buildings one story high, stucco, blue or yellow” come through the active 

consciousness of the artist (Bishop The Complete 185). The details emerge as they 

crystallize in the observer’s mind, not as the final picture. The self-correction draws the 

reader’s attention to the thought process of the remembering observer who is invested 
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in creating the memory well. Bishop’s speaker “liked the place; I liked the idea of the 

place” (185). The place itself and the idea of the place are not the same, and the place 

continually resists ideas that might explain it. While this could be a moment of self-

revision in which the speaker admits that she is interested not in the place but only in 

her idea of the place, it is more likely, in a poem full of binaries, that it is simply meant to 

draw attention to the difference between the place and its idea and between immediate 

experience and memory. After all, the poem continually affirms the place, which cannot 

be enclosed in an idea, while demonstrating the speaker’s changing attempts and 

failures to create a stable idea of the place, and what has stuck in the speaker’s 

memory is a complex, divided, contradictory idea of the place. 

The attempt to fashion the place into a sort of analogue of Eden fails; the great 

rivers absorb it into themselves. In the second stanza, that Cathedral, which implies a 

European influence, is also followed by an image of absorption. The noise made by all 

the people and animals moving around the street is “dampered by the golden sand, / so 

that almost the only sounds / were creaks and shush, shush, shush” (186). The 

prominent ritual in the stanza is not a religious ritual, as the Cathedral might represent, 

but the “ritual afternoon rain” (185). The place itself is best seen in motion, in its slow 

absorbing of influences. First it denies the speaker’s attempt at taming it through 

comparison, then it takes in religious influence and appropriates it. This is the sideways 

description that Bishop explores in “The Monument,” in which the artist must construct a 

description that gives shape to something that cannot be seen. This speaker enacts the 

devotion to observation that Bishop’s sandpiper shows, paying careful attention to 

whatever falls within the scope of observation. And like the sandpiper seeing the 
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Atlantic draining between its toes but sees it only as context for the sand, Santarém’s 

describer catches glimpses of history in the details that she sees, but sees history being 

absorbed into the place. Seeing people rowing boats, the speaker remembers that 

“(After the Civil War some Southern families / came here; here they could still own 

slaves. / They left occasional blue eyes, English names, / and oars” (186). But that bit of 

history does not explain the place itself, as those Southerners have only left traces, 

changing the place some, but not conquering it. As the rivers resist literary 

interpretation, the place resists the noise of religion and trade, and the people resist 

conquering, the significant beauty of the real world resists translation to art, making the 

attempt to translate it what interests Bishop. 

Though the world resists description, the attempt is not ultimately futile. The act 

of describing the landscape of Santarém reveals the artist’s mind as well: “the maps to 

experience which her art provides are the result of the constant intrusion of things-as-

they-are upon her particular power to come to terms with them. Bishop attempts in 

descriptive poems to make form and imaginative sense of what she sees” (Estess 221). 

A focus as careful and close as the sandpiper’s is the only way to engage with what she 

sees that produces something truly meaningful. She also recognizes, however, that the 

attempt to make sense of her subject will necessarily fail in some way, after all, there is 

a difference between the place and the idea of the place.  

The poem’s closing anecdote is a fascinating and conflicting attempt to craft an 

idea of the place out of the speaker’s memories of it. The speaker finds a wasp’s nest, 

“small, exquisite, clean matte white, / and hard as stucco. I admired it / so much he 

gave it to me” (186). This wasp’s nest is another kind of monument: placed near the end 
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of the poem, it seems like something the poem arrives at—a final, important image. The 

pharmacist had it on display, implying that it is already a work of art, something of 

beauty. Bishop’s adjectives reveal a thing carefully made, but a thing that is self-

enclosed and empty. It seems to become a symbol of the place that the speaker did not 

want to leave, something to commemorate it, but it cannot represent the absorbing life 

of the place. It is not, however, made by human hands, and it was not created to be a 

symbol. The nest only becomes a symbol as a result of the speaker’s perception of it as 

such: its function as symbol, as art, has less to do with how it was made and more to do 

with how it is seen. The sight that Bishop has enacted in the poem focuses on the 

wasps’ nest as a symbol that has a kind of adequacy: one small thing the speaker can 

take away to represent the complexity of the place where two rivers meet. 

However, at the end of the poem, Bishop uses a second voice to undercut the 

adequacy of the wasps’ nest symbol: Mr. Swan, “really a very nice old man, / who 

wanted to see the Amazon before he died, / asked, ‘What’s that ugly thing?’” (187). The 

makeshift monument, the wasp’s nest, seems suddenly as ridiculous and simplistic as 

the old man’s wish to “see the Amazon,” as though one could take in and understand 

even just this one town of it on a brief tour. As Longenbach points out, “if the wasp’s 

nest itself functions as an emblem for what we value and retain from any place—an 

emblem for poetry itself—it is also an emblem of how much of the world poetry leaves 

out or leaves behind” (33). Poetry necessarily excludes things: no poem can include the 

whole world, and no description can ever be completely accurate. The wasp’s nest as 

the product of description has to be rejected in favor of the process of description, since 

the object only becomes transformed through that process. “Santarém” enacts the 
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remembered experience of a place instead of just trying to accurately lay the place out 

for the reader, which is the only successful strategy, since Santarém is not neat and tidy 

like the wasp’s nest; it takes all attempts to conquer it, even to conquer it through 

description, and absorbs them, incorporating them into itself. 

Bishop’s poetry is not neat and tidy either. Longenbach proclaims, in “Elizabeth 

Bishop’s Bramble Bushes,” that “Santarém both includes the anecdote of the wasps’ 

nest and sloughs it off, unable to assimilate it into a complete pattern of meaning, just 

as the Brazilian landscape diffuses any effort, physical or ideological, to tame its 

wayward energies” (33). The wasp’s nest alters the other anecdotes by trying to 

become a symbol for them, but like them is altered by Mr. Swan’s anecdote, becoming 

instead a symbol of the transforming power of the active eye. As new images and 

details emerge throughout the poem, each changes the other. The chronology of the 

poem is confused as well; the poem is an account of a memory, and the poem likely 

changes the speaker’s experience of that memory. Longenbach connects Bishop’s 

ideas regarding fiction to her poetry, that “a novel should not only show the ‘perpetually 

changing integration of what has been written with what is being written’. . . . She 

confessed that were she to diagram the narrative structure of the kind of novel she had 

in mind, it would look, even if greatly oversimplified, ‘something like a bramble bush’” 

(24). Her structure would be composed of many interconnected anecdotes, all of which 

influence the others in a non-linear way. This structure, the self-modifying network of 

details, actually resembles models of neuronal branching in the brain. Neural networks 

are constantly self-modifying structures of interconnected nodes. It is fascinating to 

entertain the idea that Elizabeth Bishop, in thinking about how a novel can enact the 
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mind in motion, unknowingly created a model that sounds like current understandings of 

brain structure. Though imagined for the narrative structure of a novel, it may also help 

explain how her poetry succeeds at revealing a thinking mind. 

For “Santarém,” this is important because the structure of the poem allows vastly 

different, even contradictory details and anecdotes to coexist while they each modify 

each other and the whole. Longenbach, applying Bishop’s bramble bush structure to her 

poems, claims that “Nothing in its nearly random agglutination of observations prepares 

us for this final anecdote—unless it is the blue of Southern eyes, the stucco walls of 

Santarém’s houses, and the electricity of lightning,” and he italicizes those words to 

draw attention to their counterparts in the final anecdote (32). Those later uses of the 

words modify the earlier uses, but the earlier uses also affect the later ones. Because of 

its prominent place in the poem, readers might expect it to be the most important, the 

culmination and object of description, but Bishop returns readers to process, the active, 

imaginative work of the mind. Mr. Swan’s comments cast the poem as personal 

process, for the speaker’s observations construct the wasps’ nest for herself alone, 

though we experience it as readers because of the poem. Its symbolic nature is a result 

of her creative observations and the interplay between thought and perception. 

When Bishop describes an object, she reveals the mind working at the business 

of comprehending. To modify Jarrell, all her poems have written underneath them, “I 

experienced it.” Her sight is never passive: her observation has a transformative power. 

Neil Besner, looking at “Santarém” and “The Riverman,” puts it this way: “in Bishop’s 

poetics the arts of memory and imagination do often create a confluence, a dazzling 

dialectic; that the distance between what really happened and what was and is 
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imagined. . . . [is] better understood and engaged as [a relation, a convergence].” 

Observed details and products of an active imagination merge in Bishop’s descriptions, 

uncovering a dynamic tension between the thing being looked at and the person doing 

the looking. So the sandpiper can still be a sandpiper, but also a model of the 

concentration that helps people create and appreciate art. The monument, entirely 

constructed in the mind, reveals that description is constructive work: the poet builds a 

thing out of words, a material alien to the object observed. The self-revision and 

questioning reveals a mind in motion, allowing new details to influence old ones, a mind 

in the process of revising itself. Memory and imagination work together in the 

constructive work of description to create a poem like “Santarém,” which embodies the 

mind in the process of encountering an immense place through specific details and 

anecdotes. Much of the pleasure in Elizabeth Bishop’s poetry comes not just from how 

well rendered her descriptions are but from how well she creates a sense of the 

thinking, seeing mind in her work through the act of description. 
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ALCHEMIES
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Notes  

“Your Mute Bones” and “Poison in the Bones” 
 On April 8th, 2013, poet Pablo Neruda was exhumed in order to test his bones for 

evidence that Pinochet had him poisoned. A small band played on the beach 
during the exhumation. These poems were written before that, and as of this 
writing, testing on the bones is still incomplete. 

 
“Meaningless Symbols Acquire Meaning Despite Themselves” 

The title of this poem comes from Douglas R. Hofstadter’s book Gödel, Escher, 
Bach. 

 
Three Alchemical Poems for a Patron 

Here I owe apologies to John French, Dr. of Physick, both for my liberal theft 
from his tome The Art of Distillation and for the fact that the alchemist I invented 
is almost entirely unlike him. In these poems, I use the words mercury, sulfur, 
and salt as Paracelsus, another alchemist, would have meant them: spiritual 
substances corresponding to transformation, binding, and solidifying. 

 
“Heart of Gold” 
 Certain phrases in this poem are lifted wholesale from Jack Kerouac’s On The 

Road. 
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Your Mute Bones 

 
There are cemeteries that are lonely, 

graves full of bones that do not make a sound. 
—Neruda 

 
In April on Isla Negra, forensics experts will attempt  
a strange kind of necromancy— 
to make your bones break their silence. 
 
And if the sound of death is truly silence, as you said, 
I see white coats with no men inside, footless shoes, 
marching to your grave holding, with no hands, spades, 
 
white coats against black rocks, white spray over lightless depths. 
White gulls with wings dipped in black paint. 
But death has already had his due— 
 
he walks the laboratory dressed as a peasant,  
his footsteps like surgeonfish trapped in tidepools,  
fins brushing rock. 
 
If your bones do tell us that Pinochet, 
through another’s hand, slipped poison in your treatment, 
what will that change?  Death’s broom bristles 
 
have swept him up as well. It isn’t for your sake 
that we ask your bones to speak.  
Death sleeps on the sun-warmed rock; 
 
I can see him from my window. 
Only the living need to make sense of him. 
So if your bones speak, they will speak of life 
 
in a quiet voice, tired, with a rhythm like the waves, 
like the rolling drums of the tide coming in. 
Many will claim to hear it, for their own agendas. 
 
They will shout territorial calls, 
a cloud of unquiet gulls 
wheeling around each other in the air, 
 
but some warm, green afternoon, 
I will lie down with death and dream of sailing, 
then wake to the smell of violets after storms. 
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The Moving Sculpture 

Some old terror pushes me along, 
or that’s how I will explain my actions. 
I built a sculpture. I echoed in wood, 
sails, nuts, and bolts the intricacies 
of the chickadee that hops along the sidewalk 
at the airport after crumbs, 
the horse in full gallop, no saddle, no rider, 
everything beautiful I saw in the world. 
My sculpture walked across the beach 
because the wind was right, 
and it pushed the sails, which pushed the pistons, 
which bent the joints and moved the legs, 
and made the whole thing shuffle, 
leaving a pattern in the sand. 
I had thought the world was like a Kincaid. 
But the wind changed and I picked up a sledgehammer, 
and added everything that I had ignored before. 
When I was done, I asked, 
where is a world, that I may save it? 
I heard seagulls dividing the spoils, 
the wind picked up a sail and threw it inland. 
Slowly, the tide possessed my sculpture, 
wave after wave swirling around the pieces. 
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Meaningless Symbols Acquire Meaning Despite Themselves 

Go wake up in a foreign country 
where you don’t know the language. 
Go buy a newspaper and sit on a bench 
while you stare at the strange arrangement of words 
on the flimsy paper. Unfold it, then fold it again. 
This is the joy of not knowing. 
But by the bushes, a man strolls a baby along, 
and that is something you know. 
Ah. This article must be about people like him. 
It seems to continue on some other page, 
possibly the one with the picture 
of a car wreck. Your cousin had a wreck last month, 
didn’t he? Right before the debt collectors found him. 
You conclude that this man with the infant-laden stroller 
must also have an immense amount of debt. 
But now he has strolled on. 
He looked relatively carefree. 
Perhaps he has no debt. 
Perhaps you were wrong. 
Perhaps you have been wrong about many things. 
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Warnings and Disclaimers for My Apartment 

Take everything personally: there’s plenty of whiskey 
on the bottom shelf if you need it. 
 
Please do not touch the record player unless 
you like Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers 
 
because it refuses to play anything else. 
 
Beware of invisible dog. He is very large, but he won’t bite 
as long as you scratch the exact center of his head. Good luck. 
 
Please do not lean on the shower wall. Black mold 
is attempting to make this an open-air shower, and it doesn’t need your help. 
 
The miniature fountain in the bedroom has been dry for a long time now 
because it didn’t match up to the picture on the box 
 
and it didn’t change the atmosphere the way I hoped it would. 
 
The empty frame by the closet is not a statement about art. 
I just can’t throw away anything I like.  
 
You might expect me to have some proof, though, when I tell you  
any noises you hear in the attic are not, actually, made by 
 
a simple raccoon, but by a kitsune yokai, a Japanese fox-spirit, 
who subsists off of my extensive collection of pirated anime. 
 
I don’t have any evidence for this,  
other than how many times my laptop says these videos have been watched. 
 
But you don’t have to believe me. 
 
These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA, 
or any other organization for that matter. A visit here 
 
is not intended to treat or cure any illness, real or psychosomatic,  
even if I advertise it that way. Side effects may include 
 
anything you want to blame me for, as well as visions 
of a ghost I’ve named Tom. Don’t mind him— 
 
he’ll leave you alone in a couple days.  
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Reality Relationship 

In this apartment, every chair is broken 
because neither of us owned good furniture 
when we moved in. 
We tell people that we had an infestation 
of professional wrestlers. The exterminator 
had never seen anything quite so staged, 
but got rid of them by laying a trail 
of endorsement contracts out the front door. 
We still have nowhere to sit, but did you know 
I threw the last fight because I got sick of it? 
Let us not be made-for-reality-TV. I know 
how it ends. We get into our roles, 
and eventually we don’t even have to listen 
to each other to figure out our lines. 
The producers decide we should stay together, 
and so we do until they yell “Cut!” 
on the final episode, and then we are alone 
in a house that still has no functional chairs. 
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A-train Identity Crisis 

When the clouds gather around the northbound A-train, 
I wonder if I should tell you, when I see you, 
that I am really just the ghosts of other people. 
The woman three seats down in the stained t-shirt 
sings a praise and worship song under her breath. 
I grew up with that song: in Sunday school, 
the teacher leading us, or at home, my father playing the guitar. 
But now, the woman has closed her eyes 
as if to ward off the sideways glances of her fellow passengers. 
I touch the window, and my fingers leave streaks in the grime. 
When it rains, I watch the outside of the window dirty the water 
to the tune of the song I grew up with. 
 
Maybe I should tell you 
that rain-trails on the window form a map 
to who knows what buried treasure, 
that the singing woman desperately wants 
to become angelic, that my fingers are dirty 
because part of the window is a little cleaner. 
The train is both moving and still, 
the raindrop is both falling and not. 
I believe and I don’t, 
I sing and am silent. 
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Love, Love, Love, Love  

For L. 
 
 
I don’t believe in love songs, 
but you try to prove me wrong. 
To hell with the word! Throw it out— 
 
the asparagus that wilted and decayed  
into a pool of mold in a plastic bag in the bottom of the fridge 
—it can’t nourish anyone now. 
 
Does the word cover pushing the boulder up the hill again? 
What about “Fuck you,” or the flatness after anger? 
Can it mean you? Can you explain it for me 
 
without using, inadvertently, scenes in movies 
that we have, unknowingly 
or knowingly, acted out? Did we expect a montage? 
 
Does anything say falling in love like pushing 
each other into a fountain or kissing in the rain?  
But what do I know? I lack a better word. 
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How I Got Here 

Deciding between a rock and a thorny place is easy 
if the thorny place is also full of blackberries. 
 
Anyways, getting needled by all those thorns 
is probably better than being crushed by the rock— 
 
at least when I lick my wounds 
I get an iron-sweet taste, 
 
and I can lie in the brambles and watch clouds. 
See, that altostratus was a smoking gun for a minute, 
 
but now it’s an open hand. That big cumulus 
kindly keeps the sun out of my eyes. 
 
Who knows if I will ever get up? 
The wind’s hoarse voice calls across the sky, 
 
but raising mine to answer 
just digs the thorns a little deeper. 
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Mall Carnival 

My soul is an empty carousel at sunset. 
-Pablo Neruda 

 
The creaking of the Ferris wheel’s barely greased joints  
over the painted lines of the parking lot 
 
was a wish to be broken down 
and left in a boneyard of defunct rides. 
 
Cotton candy dissolved and crystallized on my tongue, 
the syllables of her name. 
 
The pirate ship slid back and forth 
on waves of air, and looking down from a crest, 
 
I saw a baseball cap, forlorn, 
at the bottom of a false ocean. 
 
Again and again, the miniature rollercoaster 
dragged us up, threw us down, 
 
and though it was never very high or very low 
and we ended up at the same place again anyways, 
 
we grabbed for the polluted sky 
and screamed like we were having the time of our lives 
 
in the deep-fryer perfumed air under the parking lot lights 
that swarms of nocturnal insects tried to murder. 
 
The way the balloon popped then sagged 
when my dart hit is still my stomach when I think 
 
of the plush lizard I won for her. 
But look. Don’t trust me.  
 
I put this funhouse together,  
and it didn’t come with instructions. 
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Social Physics 

“Any plotline that involves bringing back Samuel Colt 
to make a gun that can kill anything is a good plotline” 
 
is what, for some reason, prompted Phil 
to talk about the physics of the atom, 
 
how the pint glass isn’t actually touching the table, 
not really, how the fist never connects 
 
with the chin, no, what you feel is just the electromagnetic forces 
of the atoms in his knuckle pushing against the same in your chin. 
 
But when, in an expansive gesture, 
he spilled beer on James, James was not convinced 
 
the beer was not touching his shirt, 
and posited that we should stick to talking about TV shows. 
 
But Phil went on to explain that we four 
were like a nucleus, and our waitress 
 
was like an electron, 
moving from table to table, which he supposed makes 
 
the patio a molecule, because even in a molecule 
the nuclei never touch, and he’s sorry that he spilled on James, 
 
so he’ll get the next round. And that’s why, 
when I fell from my chair, 
 
I never hit the ground, but remained just above it, 
suspended there until someone reached out a hand to help me up, 
 
and said it was time to go. 
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Good Company 

Tomorrow, the abandoned cans and bottles 
will be poured out like the laughter 
we now fill this apartment with— 
the cleaning up a reminder 
that we created more noise than it seems possible 
for twenty or so people to make together, 
drinking vodka and beer, 
stumbling outside for a cigarette, 
griping about our bosses 
bitching about our teachers. 
These three share a wine bottle 
and accidentally break chips in the salsa bowl. 
Yet the noise is a noise that lingers, 
that hums to itself in a corner 
the next day while the host slowly picks up. 
It is a noise we take with us, too, 
because we need it, because we hear, in the humming: 
our lives aren’t just leaking slowly 
from the crack in the vodka bottle 
and dripping out on the kitchen floor. 
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Three Alchemical Poems for a Patron 

Many have said of Alchemy, that it is for the making of gold and silver.  
For me such is not the aim, but to consider only what  

virtue and power may lie in medicines. 
—Paracelsus 

 
 
How Water Makes Stones 

When water has a mucilaginous mercury,  
(for as you know, mercury is the transformative agent) 
it creates small stones through contact with salt, the solidifying agent.  
 
This you may see clearly for yourself 
through a simple, incontrovertible experiment. 
Put some stones in water. 
 
After a time, the pebbles will be covered 
in a mucilaginous slimy matter, 
what one may call the water’s embrace, 
 
which, taken out of the water and set in the sun, 
solidifies as if it were part of the stone. 
When Moses called water from the rock in the desert, 
 
I believe he had merely found a way to reverse the process. 
And from whence come the stones, 
gravel, and sand we see in springs?  
 
They are not washed down out of the mountains and hills  
(as some other alchemists think) from whence the waters spring. 
Do not be fooled by the force of floods 
 
or by the sight of a pebble bouncing along the bed 
of the creek. They certainly were not in the earth 
before the springs broke forth, 
 
and now appear as the water washes away the earth  
from them. Don’t listen to those who point to the rills 
water digs as it ripples down a pile of sand. 
 
Water slowly builds up stones—how else  
the cave’s stalactites or the lake’s mossy boulders? 
So at last, an answer to the question you asked— 
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my experiments point to this: 
if we ever achieve the philosopher’s stone, 
it will come from water and it will give us water. 
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Elixir of Mummy Is Made Thus 

Of man's flesh, hardened, 
completely dried, and cut small— 
four ounces. 
 
Where you obtain the mummy 
is entirely up to you. 
I do not recommend making your own, 
 
but it can solve problems. 
Next, take ten ounces  
spirit of wine terebinthinated,  
 
(if you need to ask how to terebenthinate, 
then give up and go read Thomas Hobbes) 
and combine into a glazed vessel  
 
big enough to leave three quarters 
empty. Drop in a small pile of horseshit 
and leave it for a month, 
 
ideally somewhere out of sight 
(I usually prefer downwind). 
Take it out and press it, 
 
and circulate it for a month. 
Then filter it through a sleeve 
and evaporate what’s left 
 
until all you have is an oil  
which is the true elixir of mummy. 
This elixir is a wonderful preservative  
 
against all infections, also very balsamical. 
I only have a little left, but I will send it 
with this letter for your son. 
 
Next time you visit, I will instruct you in the making 
of the essence of man’s brains, 
which infallibly protects against the falling sickness. 
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Panacea 

I was sorry to hear that your son is still ill, 
and the doctors have given up 
but still demand payment. 
 
As to the latter, gold will yield fruit and seed  
and multiply itself if worked by a skilled alchemist 
who knows how to separate earthly impurities from it. 
 
I will tell you one method to bring pure gold 
back to a state of fruitfulness  
to produce its seed and expand: 
 
Hammer out some gold into thin leaves 
and bury them in the eastern side of a hill. 
Every day, water it with a man’s urine 
 
(it does not need to be your own) 
and feed it with the dung of doves. 
In a short time, the gold leaves will have grown 
 
by some amount. The reason of this growth,  
I conceive, may be that gold attracts  
that universal vapor and sperm through the earth 
 
to itself, and that the dung’s putrefaction 
supplements the heat of the earth 
(which is essential for the growth of gold). 
 
But as yet I have only told you about vulgar gold. 
There is also a flaming gold found (as Paracelsus says) 
sometimes in the tops of mountains. This gold 
 
has separated itself from all impurities  
—purer than any refined gold whatsoever. 
I have never seen it, myself, 
 
but I imagine that, if anything in this world is, 
that pure gold, digested to the highest degree, must be the base 
for a true panacea, and our best hope. 
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Living with the Condition 

I have become invisible to myself.  
Has this ever happened to you? It’s like vampirism— 
 
mirrors are useless. It’s not like vampirism— 
I’m only really a danger to myself. 
 
People don’t think about it, but it’s difficult 
to pick something up when you can’t see your hands. 
 
I always try to catch myself off guard 
in a reflection in some puddle or maybe a store window, 
 
but all I see is an umbrella, open by itself 
or a car door opening and closing for no apparent reason. 
 
I went to the doctor, and he told me 
that I was invisible to myself. 
 
I said, thanks, I knew that. There is no cure. 
Various herbal remedies may be of limited use. 
 
The second doctor said that I should stop trying 
to see myself. Eventually, he thought, it would work itself out. 
 
He had a theory that the condition was psychosomatic— 
as long as I remember that you can’t see yourself, I won’t. 
 
Still, every time it rains, I run outside with a mirror 
to see myself outlined in water. 
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Nashville Country Sonnet 

If you still want to, let’s go back to memory lake. 
Just for a minute. Right before the state trooper 
 
surprised us with a challenge and a flashlight in our eyes. 
You know he thought we were drinking, 
 
down there by the water (under the stars, of course) on the rocks. 
We were a different kind of drunk. What no one should ever 
 
call drunk on life. The kind that makes you lose track of time 
lying on a blanket under stars before the trooper’s truck pulled up 
 
on the park’s dirt road. There were always other catfish 
in the lake. Still, now I’ve started smoking because you left 
 
which isn’t as country as it should be. How about this: 
You were in the southbound lanes of the highway 
 
and I was going north. My emptiness will get me a ticket 
in the HOV lane, no matter how much of you you give me. 
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You Have Died of Dysentery 

After you so faithfully modeled the western expansion 
by shooting every damn bison in sight. 
 
You were unprepared. You just stocked up 
on ammunition and guns, 
 
hunted every animal to regional extinction, 
then moved on to new ground. 
 
Jane died from eating rotten meat. Your wagon was full 
by then, so you dumped it all and kept moving, 
 
piles of carcasses, like signposts, marking 
where you were going and where you had been. 
 
But now you will not arrive in Oregon. 
Even if you did, what would you do with no more West, 
 
no place to move on to? Restart,  
put the bison back on the prairie. 
 
The place where earth falls into ocean is better off  
without you. If you never go, you can still believe  
 
there is a green valley 
like the one you want. 
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You Are the Spare Part 

There is always breakfast. 
There is the online job board, 
 
but deep down, you know 
you should be saving the world. 
 
There is always the burning building 
and the child to pull out of it 
 
but somehow it never happens near you. 
There is always the new bestseller 
 
that you know you could’ve written 
better. Imagine now your rèsumè— 
 
all the bullet points form the base of a statue 
around which nothing else remains— 
 
a ruin before it was built. 
Your world is a machine into which 
 
some people seem to fit. 
You always get put back in the toolbox. 
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Heart of Gold 

I used to come to this corner to steal change off the newsstand. 
I joked that I had to steal it ‘cause I can’t buy it. 
 
In those tents they’re all having a big time 
and when I say big, I mean something like 
 
dreaming of a fair shake and denouncing corporate greed. 
Nothing is different now (my own sad and ragged life forever) 
 
even though they hung a banner on the building  
and proclaimed it to be in the public trust. 
 
Let’s buy donuts and eat them in the gray, ragged street. 
Let’s point at things excitedly and try to express 
 
why what’s wrong is wrong, and how it needs to change 
and someday we’ll go on a trip and never come back 
 
because we gotta go and never stop going until 
we get there, even if we don’t know where there is, 
 
even if at the bottom of the world is gold, 
and there’s nothing any of us can do about it. 
 
Billions of moths smashing at the bulbs 
trying to find if there’s anything inside. 
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You Be Nixon 

[There remains] no other nexus between man and man than naked self interest. 
 
When you got your job, I was happy for you. 
When you took me out in your new boat, 

I was happy for me. 
 
Though, now your love of things with engines has become  
a little absurd. The second jet ski, the glittery purple one, 
 you haven’t even used. 
 
When Nixon visited Russia, he didn’t talk  
about freedom. He didn’t preach that all men are created equal 
 
or have the right to pursue happiness 
like a seagull catching tossed fish guts on a wharf. 
 
Instead, he showed them what the newspapers dubbed 
the American Taj Mahal—a house for one family with a kitchen and, 

wonder of wonders, an electric lemon squeezer. 
 
It’s a myth, they said. Don’t believe it. No one 
lives in such grandeur. The Americans have nothing 
 that we don’t have. 
 
But let’s face it—I don’t know what it is to sleep three to a bed. 
To share a bedroom with siblings because the other bedroom 
 is for my parents. 
 
I don’t know what it is to sleep on the dirt floor of a hut 
with the rest of my family and maybe one other every night. 
 
Average Americans can buy fourteen pairs of shoes a year, 
Nixon said, and have a television in their home. 
 
Abundance—there is an entire industry 
dedicated to storing the electric lemon squeezers we don’t currently 

have room for. Somewhere, 
 
my first cell phone lies in an avalanche 
of other first cell phones. My new phone 
 doesn’t make me happy either. 
 
So talk about your new all terrain vehicle 
while the pool-refracted light swims on your face. 
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I’ll be Khrushchev, sitting across from you, 
muttering Nyet! Nyet! Eb tvoyu babushky. 
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Self Portrait (in blue) 

Rain taps the window, as it has for the past two days, 
and the curtain billows slightly around the cracks in the window unit’s caulk. 
 
The air near the ceiling is warmer than the air near the floor. 
He finds this out by stretching to touch the ceiling. 
 
Is that why the floor is so cold? Probably not: 
but he hasn’t seen that physical law illustrated quite so clearly before. 
 
The wrapping paper from Christmas is still spread out on the table, 
this year’s gifts stacked in a corner, mostly.  
 
Two empty pizza boxes grease his ottoman, 
despite the brand new knife set and Foreman grill. 
 
If he believes Thoreau was right, and man is rich in proportion to what he can do 

without, 
why does he constantly double check the lock when he leaves? 
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Every Sunday, They Say It’s for Sinners 

Water sluices through the washer 
carrying soap and dirt together in its whirl, 
 
both finally carried away. Clothes lie pressed  
against the sides. 
 
Gone the traces they wore 
of place and mustard and eat and drink 
 
and be merry for tomorrow we must 
suffer the stains and faults 
 
that seem so indelible. And after a while, 
I start to wear thin. That’s where the metaphor 
 
breaks down, isn’t it? Abandon the old clothes, 
leave them in the washer. 
 
Lead the lamb to the slaughter. 
Drink the blood. Eat the flesh. 
 
Wear its skin next to your own. 
 
After, go down to the water. Lie down 
in the whirl and gurgle. Let the crest and trough  
 
wash over you like light, which is wave,  
which is particle, which gets into stubborn corners. 
 
This is an old kind of dying. 
Get up, says the lamb, the water, the sorrow. 
 
Get up and fold. 
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The Garden 

He dreamed of a garden behind stone walls 
and ivy. Grapefruit trees around the outside,  
 
gardenias lining the walkway  
along which he would stroll,  
 
stopping to rest on a stone bench 
next to a stone girl with a stone bowl,  
 
eternally catching water from a small cascade  
that poured into a small koi pond. 
 
In the center, he would tend a rosebush,  
while hummingbirds hovered around a feeder.  
 
And while he dreamed, thorns grew, 
the stream stagnated, ivy toppled one stone off another. 
 
In the dream, he knew of the decay, 
of the roses as they dried out, 
 
of the hummingbirds’ hunger 
and the stone girl’s thirst, 
 
and he lit a match for them. 
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Shoe Soccer 

Left by the door, a single shoe tapped the hallway floor, 
poised to enter the room. Laces at its sides, 
 
like patient arms. We waited 
to see if someone would come to claim  
 
their derelict shoe to stuff a prodigal foot back into,  
but no one ever did. Who’d go to the lost and found for a shoe? 
 
I kicked it, at the end of the day. 
We played missing shoe soccer,  
 
and the north door was your goal 
while the west door was mine. Wasting time 
 
is the best way to remind yourself that you are human 
because humans are incredibly inefficient and 
 
can make a game out of almost anything, 
so let me take you out for coffee and we can go 
 
leave a shoe by someone else’s office door. 
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After the Funeral 

Your body wasn’t like a bird. The bird,  
I mean, wasn’t like a soul. 
 
It was not, definitely not, 
flying out of a window. 
 
I’ve said too much. 
The cracks in the ceiling tear wider 
 
while I fall towards them 
not like a bird, not now, not ever. 
 
What’s gone now is different 
from everything that was gone before. 
 
Somewhere in between the last star 
and the first ray, I blink out. 
 
I see the shape of your absence 
wingless, hurtling. 
 
The impulse to catch myself 
against nothing, because there is nothing 
 
but the edge of the bed 
and the sun  
 
at the edge  
of the earth. 
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Echolalia 

When I was young, my brother caught me repeating 
sentences that other people said. Not out loud, 
 
just a movement of the lips, a soft exhale. 
He asked me why I did it, and I denied the behavior. 
 
But mouthing the words was like touching a mosaic. 
Each tile meaningless without all the others. 
 
Is that weird? Yes, that’s weird. I repeated sentences 
the way I would make the same sound over and over again— 
 
tapping a wood chip against the metal of the slide, 
spinning the tic-tac-toe board rollers— 
 
I loved the wholeness of something smooth. 
I stood under the monkey bars, stone tiles sliding 
 
quietly from between my teeth. Brown, blue, orange. 
Stop copying me! Stop copying me! Stop copying me! 
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Microscopic 

The morning after you got the microscope, 
you ran outside with it because snow had dusted 
the porch and the azaleas. 
Carefully, you caught a falling clump on a slide, 
admired its crystalline structure. 
 
Though you wouldn’t have used the word 

(you were a 6-year-old boy) 
you found beauty in looking closely, 
beauty in magnification.  
 
Nothing systematic or rigorous  
about your investigations, 
looking at a drop of puddle water, 
a blade of grass, a crumb of sponge, 
a piece of your cheek that you bit off, 
  (so many small things moving) 
whatever you were curious about. 
 
Later, in high-school, you read 
about electron microscopes, saw pictures— 
alien hills of a flower petal, 
gaping jaws of a centipede, 
snowflakes, looking strange and metallic in grayscale.  
 
The process of becoming small 
  (you loved this invisible world) 
to see small things. A bee,  
coated in gold as if Midas swatted it 
from the air, become a frozen giant. 
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Fading Portraiture 

In places, these photographs have forgotten themselves. 
Like this one of the family on the steps of a porch: 
the bottom right corner has faded out, nearly totally eclipsing 
a little girl. The clearest part of her is her pigtails 
tied with ribbons. The man who may have been her father, 
did he lock those pigtails away in some corner of his mind 
as the little girl grew up? Did he pick up this photograph 
from the mantle when he wanted to remember? 
 
But I put this picture, too, back with the others 
on the wire shelf in the resale shop. 
I don’t come here to buy. Just to look at forgotten things. 
We can’t hold on to everything. Maybe the girl with pigtails 
put the photo in a box of old junk that needed getting rid of. 
Maybe her daughter did. Maybe I will one day, not knowing,  
touch something my great-grandfather once owned, 
sold after his death before most of the family arrived. 
Maybe I will one day give away something of my father’s. 
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Poison in the Bones  

Look around—there’s only one thing of danger for you here—poetry. 
—Neruda 

 
My window is far  
from Isla Negra, where  
the low ceilings of your house, 
full of dreams and empty, 
keep the wind 
from intricately carved figureheads 
and colorful glass bottles. 
Still, I found 
in the dust and old oil smell 
of the resale shop 
a grimy model boat 
made of rams’ horns. 
I am in the vast, streaming South, 
and I do not know 
whether you were poisoned. 
But something knocks in my soul. 
I perforate the rays 
of streaming dust-light 
from the window 
with the model boat 
and an old, blue bottle. 
The bird shadows 
revel in the wall’s shadow landscape 
as the birds go in and out 
of the nest they made 
from a gap in the bricks 
next to the window. 
I haven’t told 
and won’t tell 
my landlord about them— 
they are my four lucky birds. 
 
Last summer I stepped 
onto the walkway’s uneven, 
nail-clad boards 
and leaned on 
the cast-iron railing. 
Ice reverted to water 
in my glass 
and the heat, mirage by mirage, 
exhausted me. 
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You left a flower at the feet 
of Jan Neruda in Prague, 
and in some way, 
that flower remains there 
though it has disintegrated. 
When I disintegrate, 
I would like my ashes 
to nourish the seed 
of a flowering tree 
somewhere away from the heat 
overlooking the sea, 
where birds will make their nests 
amid the flowers. 
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